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PROJECT OVERVIEW 

This document summarizes activities and products resulting from implementation of the work 
plan identified in: 
 
McNay, R.S. and P.E. Hengeveld. 2004. Response to FIA Forest Science Program Call for 

Proposals 2004/05:  An Ecosystem Approach to Planning for Sustainable Management of 
Mountain Goat Resource Values and Timber Supply (Proposal Number Y051348). Rep. No. 
102, Wildlife Infometrics Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 17 (plus appendices) pp. 

 
The work was focused on advancing sustainable management of mountain goats and goat habitat 
within integrated resource management plans, by furthering development, testing, and application 
of an existing mountain goat habitat supply model.  Mountain goat habitat supply modeling 
(HSM) was initiated for the Mackenzie Timber Supply area in January 2003, as a component of 
the Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project in north-central British Columbia (Hengeveld 2002a, b, 
2003, 2004; Hengeveld et al. 2003; Hengeveld et al. 2004; McNay and Hengeveld 2004).  The 
ultimate goal is to develop Goat HSM as a useful operational decision-support tool at the Forest 
Stewardship Plan level, allowing a transparent, quantitative assessment of disturbance impacts on 
goat habitats, and contributing to the development of adaptive management strategies that can be 
applied to other geographical areas. Prior to 2004/2005, predictive models were developed for 
mineral licks, summer escape terrain, and winter escape terrain habitats; a fourth model 
characterizing mineral lick access trails was initiated but relied on user-defined inputs (Hengeveld 
et al. 2004). 
 
Two primary objectives were identified for the work completed in 2004/2005: 
 
1. Extend the goat habitat supply models by a) testing modeled mineral lick and escape terrain 

results, and b) evaluating the interface between mineral licks and escape terrain, to initiate 
development of a predictive trails model.   

2. Develop recommendations toward an integrated, ecosystem-based approach to sustainable 
management of mountain goats and timber supply.   

 
Our overall project design was focused on effective collaboration amongst diverse stakeholders 
that have a vested interest in the development of innovative policies and adaptive management 
strategies that balance timber supply and mountain goat habitat needs.  Our approach emphasized: 
1) maintaining excellent collaboration amongst stakeholders; 2) using tools and processes that are 
readily available, non-proprietary, and adaptable; and 3) ensuring that the products are 
operationally relevant and can be readily implemented as planning / management tools. 
 
The objectives were met by implementing the following phases of work: 
 

 Model-motivated field sampling to evaluate mineral lick model results; 
 Analysis of mountain goat radio-telemetry re-location data to assess modeled escape 

terrain preference results; 
 Exploratory analyses to evaluate the relationship between modeled mineral licks and 

escape terrain, with the intent of developing predictions relative to the spatial distribution 
of trail corridors connecting these habitats; 

 Professionally-facilitated workshops attended by mountain goat ecologists, resource 
managers, and other regional stakeholders, to promote discussion and consensus on our 
current understanding of mountain goat ecology in the Mackenzie TSA, mountain goat 
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management concerns, habitat supply model applications in management and planning, 
and the development of mountain goat management recommendations; 

 Presentation of project activities and results at professional conferences, to facilitate 
knowledge exchange and peer review relevant to project activities. 

COMPLETION SUMMARY 

The project was completed as proposed, with the following exceptions: 
 
1. Four workshops were planned, but we cancelled one workshop (scheduled for December 

2004) due to lack of participant availability.   
2. In the proposal, we identified that presentations would be made at 2 two wildlife research 

symposia: 1) Northern Wild Sheep and Goat Council symposium Alaska, May 2004; and 2) 
The Wildlife Society conference, Calgary, Alberta, September 2004.  A poster submission 
was not accepted for the first, and the latter was not attended due to travel complications.  
Instead, slide presentations were made at 1) BC Provincial Habitat Supply Modeling 
Practitioner’s Workshop, Chase BC, November 23-25 2004); and 2), BC Mountain Goat 
Workshop, Prince George, BC, March 1-2 2005.  

DELIVERABLES 

The project deliverables are presented in 3 documents: 
 
Hengeveld, P. E.  2005.  Contract completion report:  2004/05 FIA Forest Science Program 

Project Number Y051348.  Report No. SAE007.  Synergy Applied Ecology, Mackenzie, 
British Columbia, Canada.  4pp plus appendices. 
 Contract summary 
 Habitat supply modeling workshop agendas and minutes (Appendix A) 
 Slide presentation: BC Habitat Supply Modeling Practitioner’s Workshop (Appendix B) 
 Slide presentation: BC Mountain Goat Workshop (Appendix C) 
 Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project quarterly newsletters (Appendix D) 

 
Hengeveld, P. E.  2005.  An ecosystem approach to planning for sustainable management of 

mountain goats and timber supply: mountain goat management recommendations for the 
Mackenzie Timber Supply Area.  Report No. SAE006.  Synergy Applied Ecology, 
Mackenzie, BC.  16pp plus appendices. 
 Mountain goat management recommendations for the Mackenzie TSA 
 Mountain goat habitat supply model applications in operational forest planning 

 
Hengeveld, P. E.  2005.  Mountain goat habitat supply modeling: pilot project test results.  Report 

No. SAE005.  Synergy Applied Ecology, Mackenzie, British Columbia, Canada.  19pp plus 
appendices. 
 Summary of the mineral lick and escape terrain model tests, and initial development of a 

predictive trails model. 
 This work is the basis of a paper that we intend to submit to a refereed journal in June 

2005. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES  

Generally, project outcomes will serve industry planners and government resource managers, and 
are expected to provide measurable progress toward: a) developing methods and standards for 
habitat supply model testing; b) developing standards for demonstrating due diligence and 
accountability in operational planning; and c) developing Goat HSM as a tool to facilitate 
development and implementation of a broader, ecosystem-based approach to integrated resource 
planning and wildlife management.   
 
The development and field testing of habitat supply models to inform and promote adaptive 
management strategies for forest sustainability is relatively novel and, hence, is a topical subject 
in the science community of BC.  Protocols for reporting, testing, and accrediting habitat supply 
models in B.C. do not exist. Nevertheless, demand for more technical model testing remains 
strong.  Our results show that the selected methods can effectively test BBN-based habitat supply 
models, and direct future refinement and application of BBNs.   
 
Recent developments in habitat supply modeling (HSM) are providing an innovative approach to 
meeting ecosystem-based planning and resource management goals.  Application of HSM in this 
way is a relatively novel concept (Jones et al. 2002), but is emerging as a valuable habitat 
management tool (e.g., Marcot et al. 2001).  Evaluating and addressing relationships among 
habitat components is expected to provide significant advances toward developing management 
strategies aimed at ensuring the sustainability of mountain goat populations, rather than focusing 
only on protection for isolated components of goat habitat.   
 
Our strong emphasis on consultation and collaboration in project development and 
implementation is also innovative in research.  Developing mountain goat management 
recommendations and modeling applications through a series of consultative workshops with 
forest industry, government, and First Nations resource planners and managers, has proven to be 
very useful.  The results are intended as a resource for industry planners, government resource 
managers, policy developers, regulatory agencies, auditors, public interest groups and ad hoc 
interagency committees charged with developing or reviewing land use management plans.  Our 
hope is that this work will serve as a platform for discussion, and will provide measurable 
progress toward developing innovative policies and improved standards for establishing more 
comprehensive and flexible management strategies that balance timber supply and mountain goat 
habitat needs. 
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Goat Habitat Supply Modeling Workshop 
  Workshop #8 – Agenda 

Tuesday September 28th 2004 
Start time 9:30 am 

Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 

 
 
Objectives of workshop: 

 Provide an update on Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project activities. 
 Facilitate discussion about FRPA, specifically licensee obligations for managing wildlife (and how our 

modeling work addresses these obligations). 
 Identify concerns and information gaps relative to current mountain goat management practices & policies, 

FRPA requirements, and mountain goat management objectives. 
 Identify priorities for Oct 27 & Dec 9 workshops, and future funding proposals. 

 
Agenda: 
9:30 Presentation: Project Update 

1. Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project overview: 2004/2005 activities and funding 
2. Habitat supply modeling progress report: 2004/2005 activities and funding 
3. Modeling workshops: fall 2004 objectives 

 
10:00 Presentation & Discussion: Review of mountain goat management concerns, practices, and policies 

4. Management concerns in the Mackenzie TSA 
5. Status of mountain goats (relative to IWMS) 
6. Management practices & policies for IWMS species 
7. Managing for wildlife under FRPA 
 

10:45 Discussion: FRPA, mountain goats, and habitat supply modeling 
8. Group discussion 
9. Identify questions, concerns, information gaps 

 
12:30 Lunch 
 
1:30 Discussion: Development of management objectives and recommendations 

10. Identify scope & priorities (i.e., what the objectives and recommendations need to address) 
i. e.g., forestry operations 

ii. e.g., fire management planning 
11. Expectations for workshops #9 (Oct 27) and #10 (Dec 9) 

 
3:30 Discussion: Priorities for future work 

12. Funds for next fiscal year - proposals to be submitted this fall. Priorities? 
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Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Modeling Workshop 
 

Workshop #8 – Summary 
Tuesday September 28th, 2004   9:30am – 3:00pm 

Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 
 
Workshop Activities: 
Discussion – Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA) requirements for managing wildlife; status of mountain goats as a 
‘listed’ species; existing mountain goat management information (objectives, practices, and policies).  Outcome: 
Information gaps and priorities are identified relative to further development of mountain goat management objectives 
and policy recommendations. 
 
Participants:   
Ross Lennox (Canfor), Russ Stalker (Canfor), Mari Wood (PWFWCP), Fraser Corbould (PWFWCP), Jeremy 
Greenfield (KNRA), Scott McNay (WII), Rick Ellis (R. Ellis & Assoc.), Pamela Hengeveld (SAE)   
 
Next Workshop:  
Monday November 8th 2004   Purden Rm, Gov’t Bldg., 1011 4th Ave, Prince George 
 
Workshop Results 
 
Project Status:   

• PWFWCP Adaptive Management Trial:  Block 6605 (Ospika) is scheduled to be logged next winter. Goat 
captures to replace radio-collars and mark additional goats are planned for Feb-Mar 2005. 

• Radio-telemetry:  Flights have been conducted regularly (twice per month) to date, with funds from Canfor and 
the PWFWCP.  Funding for continued monitoring this winter is not yet confirmed. 

• Habitat Supply Modeling:  Focus this year (2004-2005) is on testing the mineral lick and escape terrain 
models, and evaluating the interface between licks and escape terrain to develop a predictive ‘trail’ model.  
Plan to have some test results available for discussion at next workshop.  Funding for this year (2004-2005) is 
from FIA, with the work being completed under contract to Canfor.  Note:  We are looking for a more 
sophisticated name than ‘Goat HSM’ to describe the goat habitat supply model.  Prizes (good ones!) for the 
best suggestions will be awarded at the Dec9th workshop. 

• Future funding:   
o The PWFWCP continues to fund, administer, and conduct the Ospika Adaptive Management Trial. 
o Radio-telemetry, census, and habitat supply modeling have been funded primarily by FII (now called 

the FIA Forest Science Program), FIA, and Canfor IRM.  Budget planning and calls for proposal are 
addressed annually.  FIA call for proposals is expected in October.  

o To date, FII/FIA proposals have been submitted through Canfor and Abitibi.  Individuals are eligible 
to submit proposals, but industry support and project partnerships are key to success of proposals. 

• Workshops – fall 2004 objectives:  Primary focus is on developing management recommendations for 
mountain goats, relative to FRPA and FSPs.  Workshops (3) are all scheduled to occur this fall, to alleviate 
pressure towards fiscal year end.   

 
Review of existing mountain goat management practices and policy relative to FRPA: 

• Identified Wildlife Management Strategy (IWMS) is a strategy for protecting species at risk (SAR) and 
regionally important wildlife (RIW); these are species identified as requiring special management attention 
under the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA). 
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• Identified Wildlife are managed by: establishing wildlife habitat areas (WHAs); general wildlife measures 
(GWMs); wildlife habitat area objectives; or through other management practices specified in strategic or 
landscape level plans. 

• IWMS Version 2004 was released this year, and replaces IWMS Volume 1.  Version 2004 includes 2 
documents (available from  http://wlapwww.gov.bc.ca/wld/identified/iwms2004.html ): 

o Accounts and Measures for Managing Identified Wildlife 
o Procedures for Managing Identified Wildlife 

• Which species are included in the IWMS? 
o May 2004, MWLAP established a category of SAR by order made under section11(1) of the 

Government Actions Regulation of FRPA.  This order designated SAR as:  
 1) species that may be affected by forest or range management on Crown Land, or  
 2) federally-listed species at risk designated by the Committee on the Status of Endangered 

Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC).   
o Additional non-COSEWIC listed species that are red- or blue-listed in BC will be added to the BC 

IWMS SAR list soon.   
o Regionally Important Wildlife will be added to the IWMS list at a later date.   

• Goats are not currently in IWMS Version 2004.  Mountain goats are yellow-listed in BC.  They are therefore 
not expected to be added to the IWMS SAR list, but they may be added to the RIW list, at a later date. 

• Mountain goats were included in IWMS Volume 1, therefore some WHA planning objectives and GWM 
management objectives have been identified.  A few goat WHA’s were proposed and approved in BC. 

• What mechanisms are available to protect Regionally Important Wildlife? 
o Areas set aside for RIW species are called RIW WHAs. 
o In RIW WHAs, Best Management Practices (BMPs) or Wildlife Habitat Features (WHFs) 

management are applicable.  E.g., MWLAP has drafted management objectives and guidelines for 
mineral licks, as an identified Wildlife Habitat Feature. 

• What about Ungulate Winter Ranges (UWRs)? 
o UWRs are defined as areas that contain habitat necessary to meet the winter habitat requirements of an 

ungulate species. 
o Formal legal establishment of UWRs and associated objectives began under the Forest Practices Code, 

and will continue under FRPA. 
o UWR establishment and related objectives are guided by a Memorandum of Understanding between 

MWLAP, MSRM, and MoF (each agency has a distinct role in the process). 
o An order (given under the authority of section 11(3) of the Government Actions Regulation) issued in 

May 2004 identifies the following as ungulate species for which an ungulate winter range may be 
required for the winter survival of the species:  mule and black-tailed deer; white-tailed deer; elk; 
mountain goat; caribou; bighorn sheep; thinhorn sheep; and moose. 

o One UWR for goats has already been approved in the Mackenzie Forest District (at Mt Brewster / 
Nabesche River). 

 
Discussion – FRPA, mountain goats, and habitat supply modeling:   

• Under FRPA, forest licensees are required to develop operational Forest Stewardship Plans (FSPs) that identify 
results and strategies to address government objectives for identified (sensitive) species. 

• Section 7(1) of the FRPA Forest Planning and Practices Regulations (FPPR) states that 
o The objective set by government for wildlife is, without unduly reducing the supply of timber from 

BC’s forest, to conserve sufficient wildlife habitat in terms of amount of area, distribution of areas 
and attributes of those areas, for 

a) The survival of species at risk, 
b) The survival of regionally important wildlife, and 
c) The winter survival of specified ungulate species. 

• Section 7(2) FPPR states that 
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o A person required to prepare a forest stewardship plan must specify a result of strategy in respect of 
the objective stated under subsection (1) only if the Minister of Water, Land and air Protection , or a 
designated official, notifies the person of the applicable 

a) Species referred to in subsection (1), and 
b) Indicators of the amount, distribution and attributes of wildlife habitat described in 

subsection (1). 
• Section 7(3) FPPR states that 

o If satisfied that the objective set out in subsection (1) is addressed, in whole or in part, by an objective 
in relation to a wildlife habitat area or an ungulate winter range, a general wildlife measure, or a 
wildlife habitat feature, the Minister of MWLAP, or a designated official, must exempt a person from 
the obligation to specify a result or strategy in relation to the objective set out in subsection (1) to the 
extent that the objective is already addressed. 

• Mountain goat habitat supply model can be used to identify wildlife habitat features (e.g., mineral licks) and 
ungulate winter ranges (i.e., winter escape terrain habitat for goats), and RIW habitat requirements.  Modeling 
can also be used for landscape-level planning, e.g. to determine priorities for WHA designations; identify and 
evaluate appropriate best management practices; determine population and habitat goals. 

• Incentive to building or using models hinges on what process MWLAP will use for Section 7(2) designations 
(i.e., which species and amounts of habitat are to be protected).   

• Our assumption at the workshop is that MWLAP’s designation of Section 7(2)b (amount, distribution, and 
attributes of habitat to protect) will be very detailed, and that industry will not be under any obligation to offer 
results and strategies unless such detail is provided.  Use of the model to propose alternative results and 
strategies hinges on MWLAP’s designations of species and habitat. 

• If the model is not available for developing alternative results and strategies after government objectives are 
set, then do we as a group want to promote the use of the model for developing the objectives and designations 
themselves? 

• Note that utility of habitat supply models as an operational tool in developing Forest Stewardship Plans (stand-
level planning to optimize balance of timber harvest and habitat management) is only one recognized use of 
such models.   

o Goat HSM also serves as a tool for predicting where habitat occurs, which enables pro-active 
management of habitat and provides a ‘due diligence’ defense in planning processes.   

o Habitat supply models are also useful for landscape-level planning (e.g., Timber Supply Review, 
Higher-Level Plans, Landscape Unit Planning, etc.).  E.g., Landscape Unit Planning is currently 
occurring in the Mackenzie TSA; Goat HSM may be useful in this planning process for spatial 
planning (e.g., focus goat conservation effort in high biodiversity emphasis areas). 

o Non-forestry applications of the model include  
 use by MWLAP, commercial recreation interests, oil and gas, etc., to predict habitat location 

and prescribe management constraints to helicopter activity, resource exploration, recreation 
(ski and snowmobile areas), etc. 

 Population viability analyses and the development of research hypotheses, etc. 
• Questions that arose during discussion: 

o How will MWLAP make designations under Section 7(2)? 
o What opportunities are there for Goat HSM to play a role in developing options for results and 

strategies (e.g., identifying habitat features, UWR, RIW habitat requirements)? 
o Is there a role for the model in designating orders for categories of species at risk, WHAs, UWRs, 

etc.? 
o What are licensee obligations when a habitat feature is ‘discovered’ in the field?  
o When will goats be proclaimed as a regionally important species (and will there be an updated species 

account for goats)? 
o What are MWLAP’s plans for future goat UWR designations and approvals? 
o What will MWLAP do regarding guidelines and BMPs for goats?  Management activities on UWRs? 
o Can the idea of goat conservation emphasis areas be part of the LUP process?  If so, what role does 

the model have? How relevant is this idea for goats (which occur in smaller groups, and occur in 
smaller portions of the landscape unit), relative to other species? 
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Discussion – Developing management recommendations for mountain goats (this fiscal year):   
• To address our goals for this fiscal year, 2 steps were suggested: 

o First, characterize / clarify current management objectives and practices (i.e., answer questions that 
arose from today’s discussions) 

o Second, demonstrate in a hypothetical situation how the model will be used to develop management 
recommendations.  E.g., apply the model to a study area, describe the influential management factors 
in the models, and develop a set of management recommendations for an area of priority management 
for goats. 

• The potential to contribute recommendations toward fire management planning was discussed.  This task is 
assigned secondary priority at this time. 

 
Discussion – Future model development (beyond this fiscal year):   

• Combine the 4 individual habitat models into a single, overall model.  Add a population viability analysis 
component. 

• Conduct a sensitivity analysis to identify which factors in the models have the most influence/ impact (for each 
model individually and all models combined). 

• In workshop setting, rank list of factors/impacts/constraints for the 4 individual habitat models and the overall 
combined habitat model. 

• Develop management recommendations based on the complete suite of models proposed above. 
• Note that isolating natal areas from the summer escape model might be important to do if one or more 

influences are different.  E.g., predation risk may be different on natal areas versus summer range. 
• Technical Model Development: 

o Develop user-friendly front-end 
o User guide 

• Additional model applications: 
o Extension  
o Presentation of results 

Note: The development of the model could be done cooperatively with the government management process 
timetable. 

 
Next Steps (New Action Items) 

• Management factors and recommendations 
o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 27 2004)  Summarize current management situation 
o (WS#8: Pam and Scott by Oct 27 2004)  Determine answers to management questions that arose in 

today’s discussion e.g., interpretation of Section 7 designations and obligations. 
o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 27 2004)  Based on 1 & 2, prepare a summary of the future role of Goat HSM in 

goat management. 
o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 27 2004)  Determine timetable of management activities. 
o (WS#8: Ross by Oct 27 2004)  Discuss (with Bill Arthur) the potential for use of Goat HSM in 

process of designating UWRs and RIW habitat requirements. 
o (WS#8: Ross by Oct 27 2004)  Discuss (with Bill Arthur) the potential for use of Goat HSM in LUP 

process. 
• Model Testing 

o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 21 2004) Test and refine mineral lick model – results and discussion.  Send 
results out prior to next workshop (to facilitate discussion at the workshop). 

o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 21 2004) Test and refine summer escape terrain model – results and discussion. 
Send results out prior to next workshop (to facilitate discussion at the workshop).  

 
 
      Minutes prepared by PAMELA HENGEVELD  R.P.BIO, Wildlife Ecologist 

Synergy Applied Ecology     Phone   250-997-3496  –  Fax  250-997-3496   -   Email    pamela@synergyecology.ca 
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Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Modeling Workshop 
  Workshop #9 – Agenda 

Monday November 8th 2004 
Start time 9:30 am 

Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 

 
 
Workshop Objectives: 

 Present, review, and discuss a summary of current mountain goat management strategies and role of HSM in 
future management (follow-up to last workshop). 

 Provide an update on the status of the models and model testing process. 
 
Agenda: 
9:30 Presentation & Discussion: Summary of current mountain goat management strategies and role of HSM in 

future management (follow-up to last workshop). 
1. Status of mountain goats (relative to IWMS). 
2. Management practices & policies for IWMS species. 
3. Managing for wildlife under FRPA. 
4. Role of HSM in future management. 
5. Questions, concerns, information gaps. 

 
11:00 Discussion: Developing recommendations toward a higher-level management plan for mountain goats in the 

Mackenzie TSA. 
6. Present a hypothetical planning area for discussion purposes. 
7. Information needs, expectations, and priorities. 
8. Next steps for completion and review of a technical report. 
 

12:30 Lunch 
 
1:30 Presentation & Discussion: Status of the habitat models and model testing. 

9. Overview of the models and update on changes since last fiscal year. 
10. Mineral lick and summer escape terrain model run results for 3 study areas. 
11. Approach to model testing (mineral lick and summer escape terrain models). 
12. Approach to development of a predictive ‘trails’ model. 
13. Model refinements (sensitivity analyses). 

 
3:30 Discussion: Priorities for next workshop 
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Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Modeling Workshop 
 

Workshop #9 – Summary 
Monday November 8th, 2004   9:30am – 1:30pm 

Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 
 
Workshop Activities: 
Discussion: Summary of current mountain goat management strategies and role of HSM in future management.  
Outcome: Document which provides recommendations toward a management strategy for mountain goats in the 
Mackenzie TSA. 
 
Participants:   
Mari Wood (PWFWCP), Fraser Corbould (PWFWCP),  Shelby Lefebvre (Abitibi), Jeremy Greenfield (KNRA), Robert 
Tomah (Tsay Keh), Doug Wilson (MWLAP), Maggie Marsland (BCTS), Scott McNay (WII), Rick Ellis (R. Ellis & 
Assoc.), Pamela Hengeveld (SAE)   
 
Next Workshop:  
Thursday December 9th 2004   Hansard Rm, Gov’t Bldg., 1011 4th Ave, Prince George 
 
Workshop Results 
 
Developing recommendations toward a mountain goat management strategy for the Mackenzie 
TSA, and role of HSM: 

• Reviewed draft document prepared by Pam. Comments: 
o Mackenzie LRMP is not declared a Higher Level Plan (HLP) so no legal status under FRPA 

(examples of higher level plan include Mugaha Marsh as a Sensitive Area; Caribou-Chilcotin Land 
Use Plan).  Mack LRMP should be mentioned because objectives still have weight (even if not legally 
binding) because of social pressure (“social license”). Need a separate section in document for non-
HLPs. 

o Land Use Objectives will be part of Land Act. 
o Objectives in Regulation are in the FPPR (11 values + other objectives, e.g., VQO; UWR -> 

GARegs). 
o Government Action Regulations set by MWLAP. 
o IWMS max 1% impact on THLB. 
o UWR strategy – separate from IWMS (different orders, etc.). 
o Scott: Section 7 is apparently meant as an interim measure until all WHAs and UWRs are established 

(then Section 7 is removed from FRPA). 
o HSM has application in determining distribution of WHAs, UWRS (because Notice is aspatial). 
o HSM also has application in sustainability planning (e.g., SFMP, planning in non-timber habitats).  If 

licensees want to uphold spirit of LRMP this would be the avenue to do it. 
o In FRPA, significant aspects  = public consultation & First Nations consultation.  Jeremy: KNRA sees 

a role for HSM in big picture and their own planning processes; current work focused on biodiversity 
emphasis.  Robert: Goat is one of many species being discussed.  

o Will there be notices coming out for licks and trails as Wildlife Habitat Features? 
o What gives WHF BMP documents legal clout?  Doug: GAR Notice of RIW may be the only way it 

comes into effect. 
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o Given this, WHAs are only legally-binding option to protect goat licks and trails (at least until goats 
are listed as RIW).  Potential also through SFMP (implementation of social objectives), but not 
legally-binding. 

o Section missing from Pam’s draft report – Where do goats fit into FRPA, and opportunities for 
management.  Need hard focus on certification, SFMP, social objectives, etc. 

o Intent of report - describe how model is used in management context: 
 Step 1 Predictions  - mechanisms (i.e., concise overview of modeling process), tests, value to 

licensees.  Note that predictions can be tested. 
 Step 2 Manage habitat – BMPs, model assumptions.  Model vs. WHFs (model sensitivity 

helps to identify priority of BMPs). 
 Step 3 Manage populations – contribution of specific habitats, population modeling 

o Scott: Avenue to push HSM – Present strategies that don’t impact the THLB; makes it easy for 
licensees to meet social objectives, etc.  

o Models can tell us which practices are most sensitive / have most significant impacts (TASK: Run 
sensitivity analysis to rank sensitivity of management levers). 

o Model currently predicts high number of licks.  Is it dangerous to present map in report until model is 
refined?  Maggie: Licensees can use model to id zones where licks are likely to occur, then do an 
assessment to check for licks, etc.  Our recommendations should not imply a default buffer for every 
lick predicted by the model.  

o Model runs for lower Akie have been done.  Could include this in report as a management example to 
demonstrate interpretation of results.  May need discussion with foresters re. method/approach of 
interpretation/application in FSP and FSP amendment processes.  TASK:  Send working draft for 
review by Ross, Shelby, and Maggie before presenting 2nd draft to group (note Maggie unavailable 
until after Dec. 9). 

o Could provide an example of setting objectives. E.g., one interpretation of the LRMP would be to set 
X objective.  Make assumptions explicit though (i.e., assume that our stated objective fits into LRMP). 

o Eventually, can use Goat HSM to set objectives, results and strategies.  Model runs to predict impact, 
review results, and implement BMPs.  When population-level modeling is added, becomes 
effectiveness monitoring.   

 
Status of the models and model testing process 

• Model documentation for this year will be Version 3 of the annual report.  Who will update model rationales? 
• Mineral lick model test is done by field sampling model-predicted licks.  Done for the lower Akie area in late 

August 2004.  Data analysis still needs to be completed.  Preliminary results show some promise, but input 
data likely needs some refinements. 

• Escape terrain model test will be done with radio-telemetry data.  Analysis still needs to be completed.   
• The relationship between mineral lick and escape terrain models will be evaluated, in an effort to develop a 

predictive trails model (i.e., identify zones of probability where trails are likely to occur). 
• Judging when a model is ‘ready’ to apply is a function of how much risk we are willing to accept.  Note that 

we are not looking for 100% accuracy in model test results – we chose to build models that are realistic and 
general, but not precise.  We as a group can decide what a ‘reasonable’ level of risk is. 

• Reason for using models – Prediction is only one aspect of modeling.  Could do intensive inventory to get 
100% accuracy in lick distribution maps.  Model still useful for planning and evaluation purposes.  If 
management levers are wrong, then becomes adaptive management.  

 
Miscellaneous Comments: 

• Scott: Proposals submitted for 2005-06 funding  
o HCTF – operational focus, follow-up on mineral lick model test.  Focus on known licks and getting 

information about populations that use them.  Develop BMPs for licks. 
o FIA FSP – geared to effectiveness monitoring plan (spatially explicit population estimates, range, 

targets, thresholds, contributes to Sustainability Plans).  LOI submitted this fall, results will be 
announced Nov 17 2005.  If accepted to full proposal stage, then Scott will propose that collaborators 
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put support $$ into Macgregor Model Forest for continued mountain goat work (similar process 
proposed for caribou recovery plans). 

• We are looking for a more sophisticated name than ‘Goat HSM’ to describe the goat habitat supply model.  
Prizes (good ones!) for suggestions will be awarded at the Dec 9th workshop. 

 
Next Steps (New Action Items) 

• Management factors and recommendations 
o (WS#9: Scott by Nov 9 2004)  Make Goat HSM reports available on www.sfmportal.com 
o  (WS#9: Pam by Nov 19 2004)  Partial draft of mgmt application and recommendation report; model 

sensitivity analysis.       
o (WS#9: Pam, Shelby, Ross, Maggie by Dec 2 2004)  Review and develop HSM in FSP process (i.e., 

interpretation of model output maps, application of results) to document in mgmt application and 
recomm. report 

o (WS#9: Pam by Dec 9 2004)  2nd draft of mgmt application and recomm. report       
o (WS#9: Pam by Dec 9 2004)  Estimate time required to update model rationales (version 3 of Goat 

HSM report).  Determine if possible for Viktor Brumovsky to do this / help with this.       
 
Tracking List for Outstanding Action Items 

• Management factors and recommendations 
o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 27 2004)  Summarize current management situation DONE 
o (WS#8: Pam and Scott by Oct 27 2004)  Determine answers to management questions that arose in 

today’s discussion e.g., interpretation of Section 7 designations and obligations. DONE 
o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 27 2004)  Based on 1 & 2, prepare a summary of the future role of Goat HSM in 

goat management. DONE 
o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 27 2004)  Determine timetable of management activities. 
o (WS#8: Ross by Oct 27 2004)  Discuss (with Bill Arthur) the potential for use of Goat HSM in 

process of designating UWRs and RIW habitat requirements. 
o (WS#8: Ross by Oct 27 2004)  Discuss (with Bill Arthur) the potential for use of Goat HSM in LUP 

process.  
• Model Testing 

o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 21 2004) Test and refine mineral lick model – results and discussion.  Send 
results out prior to next workshop (to facilitate discussion at the workshop). 

o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 21 2004) Test and refine summer escape terrain model – results and discussion. 
Send results out prior to next workshop (to facilitate discussion at the workshop).  

 
 
      Minutes prepared by PAMELA HENGEVELD  R.P.BIO, Wildlife Ecologist 

Synergy Applied Ecology     Phone   250-997-3496  –  Fax  250-997-3496   -   Email    pamela@synergyecology.ca 
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Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Modeling Workshop 
  Workshop #10 – Agenda 
Thursday March 3rd 2005 

Start time 9:00 am 
Hansard Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 

Note: This is the only workshop scheduled for this project in 2005 
 
Workshop Objectives: 

 Report on progress and status of the project (January 2003 – current) 
 Present and discuss 2004-2005 project deliverables (a copy of the deliverables will be provided to workshop 

participants in advance) 
 Identify options / plans / proposals for 2005/2006  

 
Agenda: 
9:00 Presentation: Goat HSM and applications in the Mackenzie TSA (as presented at BC Mountain Goat 

Workshop in Prince George, BC March 1-2 2005) 
1. Serves as a review of why Goat HSM was initiated and progress to date 

 
9:15 Presentation and Discussion: 2004/2005 project deliverables 

2. Model development 
i. Model changes – Status of escape terrain and trails models, predation risk nodes 

ii. Model documentation - Format, updates to model rationales (for Version 3.0 report), 
authorship and peer review opportunities 

iii. Model runs – progress report, input data requirements and refinements, formats for presenting 
results 

iv. Model user’s guide – progress and status  
10:00     

3. Model testing  
i. Results of testing mineral lick and escape terrain models 

ii. Addressing questions and concerns (e.g., When is a model ‘ready’ for use?) 
10:30  

4. Management applications and recommendations report 
i. Proposed use and distribution 

ii. Addressing questions and concerns (e.g., Dealing with changing legislation) 
11:00  

5. Goat HSM needs a proper name! 
i. Review suggestions, discuss name selection, award prizes 

 
11:30 Presentation and Discussion: Project plans for 2005/2006 and beyond 

6. Changing roles and responsibilities 
i. Changes in: industry/FRPA, Canfor (locally), funding priorities, etc. 

ii. PWFWCP AMT plans – expectations, questions, concerns 
iii. Goat HSM and monitoring plans – expectations, questions, concerns 

7. New proposals 
i. HCTF – plans, roles and responsibilities 

ii. FSP – plans, roles and responsibilities 
 
12:30 Adjourn 
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Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Modeling Workshop 
 

Workshop #10 – Summary 
Thursday March  3rd, 2005   9:00am – 1:00pm 

Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 
 
Workshop Activities: 
Discussion: Status of the project; 2004/05 deliverables; options and plans for 2005/06. 
Outcome: Stakeholder review/input to deliverables; consensus on objectives for continuing work   
 
Participants:   
Doug Heard (MWLAP), Doug Wilson (MWLAP), Les Hawkins (MSRM), Mari Wood (PWFWCP), Dale Seip (MoF), 
Jeremy Greenfield (KNRA), Scott McNay (WII), Lyle Badger (BCTS), Maggie Marsland (BCTS), Brian Bissett 
(MoF), Carolyn Crawchuk (MoF), Art Szabo (Abitibi), John Deal (Canfor), Fraser Corbould (PWFWCP),  Doug 
Ambedian (Canfor), Rick Ellis (R. Ellis & Assoc.), Pamela Hengeveld (SAE)   
 
Next Workshop:  
Not scheduled 
 
Workshop Results 
 
2004/05 Deliverables Review 

• Model changes in 04/05 
o Escape terrain: added patch size and proximity nodes to incorporate idea of adjacency to food 

resources (based on thought that goats are almost always within 500m of escape terrain); need to 
update to be consistent with summer escape terrain model. 

o Lick access trails: predictive trails model is based on relationship between escape terrain model 
results and lick model results; need to test the different methods available to do this; objective is to 
derive simple approach for predicting the likelihood of a trail corridor existing on the landscape. 

• Recommendations (based on discussions during BC Goat Workshop) 
o Escape terrain: may want to reference Laurence Turney’s results for escape terrain; i.e., width and 

slope of escape terrain are only significant factors in escape terrain size. 
o Mineral licks: use terrain stability data available for the Osilinka area. 
o Lick access trails: should change order of stand age habitat values (open areas are not likely to be 

avoided); compile information on trail length in stand ages (for known trails) to inform changes at this 
node. 

o Aerial disturbance: may want to incorporate / reference Karina’s information on noise disturbance 
levels due to helicopters. 

o Ground disturbance: could simplify to proximity, frequency, and disturbance type nodes only. 
o Concentrated goat harvest: agreed that focus is impact to value of local area only (e.g., sub-

population using a mineral lick); model may need to incorporate a node for population size; state 
values for impact should maybe be more conservative (e.g., reduce to 0-1% harvest, and >1% harvest 
categories). 

o Predation risk: Based on Laurence’s camera observations, black bears may be more significant 
predators to goats than grizzly bears; bear density model may be similar for black bears and grizzlies 
so may not need model change; include black bears in model annotation. 

• Model documentation 
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o Annual reports detailing the models (ecological correlates, assumptions, applications, etc) have been 
done for 2002/03 (Version 1.0) and 2003/04 (Version 2.0).  The version 3.0 report is not specifically 
identified as a contract deliverable, but will be updated nonetheless to reflect the current models 
(anticipated completion June 2005). 

• Model runs 
o A format for model results presentation (maps and tables) has been drafted. Model results will be 

presented in the Version 3.0 model report. It was suggested that the maps (and resultant shapefiles) 
should be posted to an ftp site for review and possible use in planning and ad hoc field testing of 
results. Benefit to ftp is that it provides ‘up-to-date’ source of info. 

• Model user’s guide 
o The draft user’s guide has been updated in 04/05 by our GIS analyst. This is not specified as a contract 

deliverable, but the documentation will be reviewed and revised to produce a Version 1.0 report 
(anticipated completion June 2005). 

• Model testing 04/05 
o Escape terrain: the summer escape terrain model (preference node results) was tested using radio-

telemetry location data for marked mountain goats in the Mackenzie TSA.   
o Mineral licks: mineral lick model results (high and moderate value classes for the capability and 

preference nodes) were field-sampled in August 2004. 
• Recommendations 

o Escape terrain: concern that there may be overlap between escape terrain use and lick use (this may 
explain some of the non-correspondence in escape preference between model results and radio-
telemetry data); to remove time at lick (and trails) from data, recommend testing winter escape (when 
goats not using licks), or testing all 3 models (licks, trails, escape) simultaneously. 

o Mineral licks: the model is trying to do too much (e.g., predicting potential licks and actual licks, dry 
and wet licks, all elevations); the test results would likely be improved (and could be re-tested without 
repeated field sampling) by 1) removing un-failed slopes from the model, 2) refining forest cover 
inputs to the non-vegetated node to reduce the strong influence of avalanche chutes, and 3) limiting 
elevation (e.g., low-elevation licks only). 

• Model test report 
o Deliverable to be completed by March 31 2005; potential for external review was discussed, but no 

decisions made. 
• Management applications and recommendations report 

o Draft report will be distributed to workshop participants Mar 7, for review by Mar 11.  Final report 
will be completed by March 15. 

• Model name 
o Suggestions were presented and vote tallies were as follows: ORAM (0), OREAM (3), GHOST (8), 

mKIDD (1), EDGE (2), MAGNET (0), ANGEL (0), PEST (0). 
o Name selection was not confirmed; prizes went to Doug Wilson and Mari Wood.   

 
2005/06 Project Plans 

• Changing roles and responsibilities 
o Beetle kill is taking pressure away from goat habitat areas (for now). 
o Change from FPC to FRPA; status of goats relative to FRPA is unclear. 
o Project initiated through PWFWCP-Slocan partnership; Slocan is now Canfor; Scott (Slocan Forest 

Biologist and one of the project proponents) is no longer with Slocan/Canfor. 
o MSc opportunities within the goat project have been pursued (additional source of funding and 

support) but have not been successful, largely due to lack of committed multi-year funding in the 
project; Pam will be less active in the project in 05/06 because she has been offered an Msc student 
position on another project. 

• New proposals (prepared/submitted by Scott/Wildlife Infometrics Inc.) 
o HCTF – operational focus, follow-up on mineral lick model test; focus on known licks and getting 

information about populations that use them.  Copy distributed to workshop participants. 
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o FIA FSP – geared to effectiveness monitoring plan (spatially explicit population estimates, range, 
targets, thresholds, contributes to Sustainability Plans).  Copy distributed to workshop participants. 

o General plans and priorities discussed in workshop: 
 Disturbance, particularly logging along licks/trails (see adaptive management trial, below); 
 Census / survey / sightability tests and research; 
 Continued tests / refinements of HSM (this is only lightly addressed in Scott’s HCTF and FIA 

proposals); 
 Continued population level monitoring and data analysis (telemetry flights 1-2 times per 

month, TSA-wide, are anticipated). 
• PWFWCP adaptive management trial (lower Ospika River valley) 

o There is strong interest from the group in finding a way to get the second trial completed in the Ospika 
(current status of the project: logged to a buffer along trail at Lick 28 only, in comparison to unlogged 
control at Lick 17; the ‘no-buffer’ trial was cancelled due to beetle kill pressures moving logging 
operations out of the Ospika). 

o Discussed possibility to log the buffer at Lick 28; Doug Ambedian will check into this by Mar 10, and 
discuss with PWFWCP.  If yes, then goat re-captures will have to happen asap (to ensure that radio-
collar life will last the duration of the project). 

 
Next Steps (New Action Items) 

• Model changes 
o (WS#10: Pam by Mar 7 2005)  Draft management applications and recommendations distributed to 

workshop participants Mar 7, for review by Mar 11.  Final report will be completed by March 15 
o (WS#10: Pam by Mar 31 2005)   Model testing final report completion. 
o (WS#10: Pam by June 30 2005)  Address model testing recommendations. 
o (WS#10: Pam by June 30 2005)  Address recommended model changes identified in this workshop. 
o (WS#10: Pam by June 30 2005)  Version 3.0 model documentation report completion. 
o (WS#10: Pam by June 30 2005)  Version 1.0 model user’s guide report completion. 

• New project plans 
o (WS#10: Doug Ambedian by Mar 10 2005)  Check possibility of logging buffer at Lick 28 as part of 

adaptive management trial 
 
Tracking List for Outstanding Action Items 

• Management factors and recommendations 
o (WS#9: Scott by Nov 9 2004)  Make Goat HSM reports available on www.sfmportal.com 
o (WS#9: Pam by Nov 19 2004)  Partial draft of mgmt application and recommendation report; model 

sensitivity analysis.     DONE  
o (WS#9: Pam by Dec 9 2004)  2nd draft of mgmt application and recomm. report     DONE  
o (WS#9: Pam by Dec 9 2004)  Estimate time required to update model rationales (version 3 of Goat 

HSM report).  Determine if possible for Viktor Brumovsky to do this / help with this.       
o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 27 2004)  Determine timetable of management activities. DONE 
o (WS#8: Ross by Oct 27 2004)  Discuss (with Bill Arthur) the potential for use of Goat HSM in 

process of designating UWRs and RIW habitat requirements. 
o (WS#8: Ross by Oct 27 2004)  Discuss (with Bill Arthur) the potential for use of Goat HSM in LUP 

process.  
• Model Testing 

o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 21 2004) Test and refine mineral lick model – results and discussion.  Send 
results out prior to next workshop (to facilitate discussion at the workshop). DONE 

o (WS#8: Pam by Oct 21 2004) Test and refine summer escape terrain model – results and discussion. 
Send results out prior to next workshop (to facilitate discussion at the workshop). DONE 

 
      Minutes prepared by PAMELA HENGEVELD  R.P.BIO, Wildlife Ecologist 

Synergy Applied Ecology     Phone   250-997-3496  –  Fax  250-997-3486   -   Email    pamela@synergyecology.ca 
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Habitat Supply Modeling – Practitioner’s Workshop 
Nov. 23, 24, 25,  2004 

 
Purpose: 
Habitat Supply Modeling has significant potential as a management tool at both the stand and landscape 
level. Currently, a number of different approaches are being developed in BC, and there is relatively 
little interchange among the modeling groups. The tools are being developed for many applications in 
forest management (e.g. TSR, DFAM, Land Use Decisions, FSP, UWR, SARA, Certification, First 
Nations Stewardship Plans, Conservation Area Design). The workshop will review the modeling 
activities underway, discuss methods of addressing key modeling issues (both those that have been 
resolved by some projects and hence approaches can be shared; and those that remain unresolved), and 
begin to develop guidance for practitioners and decision makers regarding the building of habitat supply 
models. 
Products: 

 Exchange of information at the workshop regarding the “how to” of habitat supply modeling -- 
what has worked and what hasn’t 

 Establish a basis for ongoing cooperation among participants; and sharing of methodologies 
 Inventory of the current habitat supply modeling activities in BC 
 Summary of the various methods being applied to address habitat supply modeling issues 
 Discussion of the use of habitat supply modeling in TSRs, DFAMs, Land Use Decisions, FSPs, 

UWRs, SARA, Certification, First Nations Stewardship Plans, Conservation Area Design 
 Workshop report 

Location: Quaaout Lodge, Chase, BC.   250-679-3090    http://www.quaaout.com/ 
Participants: See list 
Workshop Format: Project / Panel presentations and discussions 

Posters of modeling projects will be invited to provide participants an opportunity 
to discuss model details. 

Agenda: 
November 23, 2004 
Time Topic Speaker 
8:30 Welcome and Introduction to the workshop Rick Ellis (facilitator) 
8:40 The role of HSM in management Brian Nyberg 
Session 1: Modeling activities in BC – Project overviews 
 
9:00 
9:20 
9:40 

Biodiversity 
Coarse filter analysis 
Coarse woody debris, snags 
Spatial analysis 

 
Don Morgan 
Melissa Todd 
Steve Wilson 

10:00 Coffee  
10:30 
10:50 

Connectivity 
Connectivity and fragmentation – landscape metrics 

Dan O’Brien 
Dave Daust 

11:10 Caribou / wolf Scott McNay 
11:30 Grizzly Bear Rob McCann 
11:50 Mountain Goat Pam Hengeveld 
12:10 Lunch (poster session)  
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1:30 Marbled Murrellet Doug Steventon 
1:10 Spotted Owl Glenn Sutherland 
1:50 Fisher Rich Weir 
2:10 Marten / Flying Squirrel as test spp of landscape pattern Doug Steventon 
2:30 Goshawk Todd Mahon 
3:00 Coffee  
 Session 2: How to build better HSMs  
3:30 Defining and evaluating habitat (habitat elements) – 

methods for sequential or additive evaluation of habitat 
components e.g. Food + Displacement + Predation Risk 

Clayton Apps, Alton Harestad, 
Bruce McClellan 

4:15 How to evaluate the influences and importance of 
juxtaposition of habitats (habitat elements) – spatial 
relationships of habitat units 

Dave Daust, Marvin Eng, Pam 
Hengeveld,  

5:00 Adjourn (poster session)  
7:30 Evening Speaker: Bruce Marcot 

November 24 
8:30 Determining model spatial resolution – tradeoffs of 

habitat unit resolution and size of area to be modeled  
Clayton Apps, Laurence Turney, 
Steve Wilson 

9:15 What to use as a basis for comparison of alternative 
predicted scenario outcomes. For example; use of the 
past range of natural variation in habitat availability as a 
basis for comparison  

Marvin Eng, Scott McNay, Doug 
Steventon 

10:00 Coffee  
10:30 How to predict habitat supply over time – methods of 

temporal forecasting; alternative scenario comparisons; 
results presentation  

Marvin Eng, Andrew Fall, Steve 
Wilson 

11:15 Methods of linking predicted habitat supply to animal 
population predictions and the determination of the 
relative amounts of various habitat types required 

Tony Hamilton, Doug Steventon, 
Glenn Sutherland 

12:00 Lunch (poster session)  
1:00 Using models to determine monitoring and effectiveness 

evaluation indicators 
Don Morgan, Scott McNay, 
Melissa Todd 

1:45 How to extend models to include ecological risk 
indicators, risk assessment and threshold analysis 

Dave Daust, Doug Steventon, 
Glenn Sutherland 

2:30 Quality and availability of input data 
- what the models need 
- managing and providing data (local / provincial) 

Insha Khan, Rob Serrouya, Adrian 
Walton 

3:15 Coffee  
3:45 How to design and deliver effective model results for 

decision-making – audiences; documentation; presenting 
results, interpretations, relationships and assumptions 

Andrew Fall, Don Morgan, 
Laurence Turney 

4:30 Model Quality Assurance; how much and what kind of 
testing, validation, and review is required prior to model 
use, assessing model success – measures and timing 

Alton Harestad, Scott McNay, 
Laurence Turney 

5:15 Adjourn (poster session)  
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7:30 Evening Speaker: Rob Rempel 

November 25  
 Session 3: Applications – what’s needed  
8:00 Land Use Decisions Liz Williams / Tony Hamilton 
8:45 TSR and DFAM Dave Waddell  
9:30 SFMP, FSP, Certification Ralph Wells 
10:15 Coffee  
10:45 UWR, Recovery plans Scott McNay / Mark Zacharias 
11:30 Conservation Area Design Jody Holmes 
 Session 5: Where to from here?  
12:15 Recommendations, cautions, and inspiration Mike Fenger, Don Morgan, Alton 

Harestad 
1:15 Adjourn  
 
Posters Presentations: 
Dave Clark - Developing standards for modeling the distribution of elements across the landscape 
Pam Hengeveld - Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Modeling and Applications in the Mackenzie TSA, 

north-central BC 
Scott McNay – Habitat supply as a paradigm for planning recovery of caribou in north-central British 

Columbia 
Don Morgan - The Bulkley Valley Centre for Natural Resource Research and Management 
Don Sachs - Expert System for making site preparation and vegetation management decisions in 

southern interior B.C. 
Glenn Sutherland / LouiseWaterhouse et. al. - A Spatilly-Explicit Modeling Framework for Habitat 

Management and Recovery Planning for the Northern Spotted Owl in B.C. 
AdrianWalton - Application of Bayesian Networks to Predictive Ecosystem Mapping 
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The Goat HSM TeamThe Goat HSM Team
Proponent and lead: Proponent and lead: 

Scott McNay (Slocan Forest Products Ltd. / Wildlife Infometrics Scott McNay (Slocan Forest Products Ltd. / Wildlife Infometrics Inc.)Inc.)
Project coordinator: Project coordinator: 

Pamela Hengeveld (Synergy Applied Ecology)Pamela Hengeveld (Synergy Applied Ecology)
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Ross Lennox (Canfor)Ross Lennox (Canfor)
Shelby Lefebvre (Abitibi)Shelby Lefebvre (Abitibi)
Mari Wood, Fraser Corbould (PWFWCP)Mari Wood, Fraser Corbould (PWFWCP)
Doug Heard, Doug Wilson, Bill Arthur (MWLAP)Doug Heard, Doug Wilson, Bill Arthur (MWLAP)
Sam Davis, Dale Seip (MoF)Sam Davis, Dale Seip (MoF)
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Rob McCann, Viktor Brumovsky (Wildlife Infometrics Inc.)Rob McCann, Viktor Brumovsky (Wildlife Infometrics Inc.)
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Why Mountain Goats?Why Mountain Goats?
Industrial development Industrial development 
has the potential to:has the potential to:

Reduce or eliminate access Reduce or eliminate access 
to mineral licksto mineral licks

Cause disturbance on Cause disturbance on 
winter rangeswinter ranges

Influence predator prey Influence predator prey 
dynamicsdynamics

Create hunter accessCreate hunter access
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Project ObjectivesProject Objectives

Goat HSM was initiated to:Goat HSM was initiated to:

Provide a comprehensive definition of goat habitatProvide a comprehensive definition of goat habitat

Identify goat habitat distributionIdentify goat habitat distribution

Quantify and forecast disturbance and risk impacts on habitat Quantify and forecast disturbance and risk impacts on habitat 
value (incl. cumulative effects)value (incl. cumulative effects)

Provide a platform for informed operational decisionProvide a platform for informed operational decision--makingmaking
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Contrasts to CHASE & Grizzly HSMContrasts to CHASE & Grizzly HSM

StandStand--level modellevel model

Static (spatially fixed) Static (spatially fixed) 
habitat elementshabitat elements

Mineral licksMineral licks
Escape terrainEscape terrain

Operational focus Operational focus 
(application in Forest (application in Forest 
Stewardship Plan Stewardship Plan 
development)development)
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Escape terrainEscape terrain
Trim Trim -- DEMDEM

Mineral licksMineral licks
VegetativeVegetative
Stand initiating eventsStand initiating events

Lick access trailsLick access trails
Currently userCurrently user--defineddefined

The Models:  Life RequisitesThe Models:  Life Requisites
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Life RequisitesLife Requisites

DisplacementDisplacement MortalityMortality

CompetitionCompetition

The Models:  Displacement, The Models:  Displacement, 
Competition, and MortalityCompetition, and Mortality

Displacement factorsDisplacement factors
Aircraft overAircraft over--flightsflights

Flight path and frequencyFlight path and frequency
Vehicle and machinery noiseVehicle and machinery noise

Road and cutblock proximityRoad and cutblock proximity
Human presenceHuman presence

Proximity to recreational Proximity to recreational 
areasareas

Competition factorsCompetition factors
Not currently modeledNot currently modeled

Mortality factorsMortality factors
Concentrated goat harvestConcentrated goat harvest

Site accessSite access
Predation riskPredation risk

Bear, wolf, wolverine densityBear, wolf, wolverine density
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Interpreting Model ResultsInterpreting Model Results
The expected habitat values The expected habitat values 
that Netica calculates can be that Netica calculates can be 
mappedmapped

Allows users to visualize how Allows users to visualize how 
various types and levels of various types and levels of 
influence interact spatially to influence interact spatially to 
modify goat habitat valuemodify goat habitat value

Models are refined by Models are refined by 
reviewing the Netica outputs reviewing the Netica outputs 
and making adjustments to the and making adjustments to the 
model factors, as neededmodel factors, as needed

Distribution of 
high capability 
mineral licks

Apply data, calculate range values, stratify into value categories & map results
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Spatial Relationships: Spatial Relationships: 
Proximity and BuffersProximity and Buffers

Road proximity (noise, collisions, hunter access)Road proximity (noise, collisions, hunter access)
Active harvesting (noise)Active harvesting (noise)
Human presence (forestry operations, recreation)Human presence (forestry operations, recreation)
Predation risk (CHASE and Grizzly HSM inputs)Predation risk (CHASE and Grizzly HSM inputs)
Aerial overAerial over--flightsflights
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Spatial Relationships: Spatial Relationships: 
Juxtaposition of Habitat ElementsJuxtaposition of Habitat Elements

Evaluating 
Relationships 

Among Habitat 
Elements
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Trails

Escape Terrain
Summer/Winter

Mineral Licks

Escape Terrain
Staging Areas

Model Applications (the short list)Model Applications (the short list)

StandStand--level planning (habitat distribution, scenario level planning (habitat distribution, scenario 
evaluations) for Forest Stewardship Plansevaluations) for Forest Stewardship Plans
Wildlife Habitat Feature designationsWildlife Habitat Feature designations
Ungulate Winter Range designationsUngulate Winter Range designations
Hypothesis generation Hypothesis generation ---- researchresearch
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Progress To DateProgress To Date

Models and documentation developedModels and documentation developed
Model testing initiatedModel testing initiated
Model application and scenario planning simulationsModel application and scenario planning simulations
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Next StepsNext Steps

Incorporate goat population modelingIncorporate goat population modeling
Goat HSM needs a nameGoat HSM needs a name Suggestions ?Suggestions ?

Further InformationFurther Information

Poster sessionPoster session
Annual reportsAnnual reports

www.sfmportal.comwww.sfmportal.com
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Habitat Supply Modeling – Practitioner’s Workshop 
Project Information Sheet 

 
This sheet is designed to collect information to promote ongoing cooperation among model practitioners. 

1. Project Title:  Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Model for North-central BC 

2. Project Leader(s):  Scott McNay / Pamela Hengeveld 

3. Project Team Members:  Doug Heard, Doug Wilson, Bill Arthur, Mari Wood, Fraser Corbould, Ross 
Lennox, Shelby Lefebvre, Sam Davis, Jeremy Greenfield, Karl Sturmanis, Robert Tomah, Rick Ellis 

4. Project contact information:  
Tel:  Scott McNay 250-997-5700 / Pamela Hengeveld 250-997-3496   
Email:  scott.mcnay@wildlifeinfometrics.com /  pamela@synergyecology.ca                                  
Web page: 

5. Type of model(select from list or add):  
Coarse: 

Landscape Level Habitat Elements (e.g. seral stages, patch size, connectivity) __ 
Ecosystem Level Habitat Elements (e.g. structural stages, rare ecosystems) __ 
Stand Level Habitat Elements (e.g. wildlife trees, CWD, riparian) _X_ 

Fine: 
Single species/focal species/guild – specific life requisite (e.g. nest trees, winter range) __ 
Single species/focal species/guild – all/most life requisites (e.g. caribou, owl, lichen) _X_ 
Single species – population numbers ___ 

Other: __ specify: 

6. If a single species / focal species – what species: Mountain goat (Oreamnos americanus) 

7. Model timeframe (chose from list or add): 
One point in time _X__ 
Prediction over a number of years_X_ 
Other__ specify: 

8. Model building tools used (chose from list or add): 
FSSIM__,    McGregor__,    Netica_X_,    Options__, 
Prognosis EI__,   Ramas GIS__,   SELES __,    Simfor__, 
TELSA__,   TSR__,  
Other__ specify: 

9. Stage of project completion: 
Planning__,    Data preparation__,   Model building_X_, 
Model runs / revisions (in progress),   Model testing (in progress),   
Model Documentation / training (in progress), Model application in management__ 
Other__ specify: 

10. Management application of model (chose from list or add): 
TSR __    DFAM__    Land Use Decision __  FSP_X_ 
UWR_X_    SARA RIG__    Certification__  
Other__ specify: 
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11. Project Documentation (provide citations): 
Hengeveld, P.E.  2004.  Mountain goat habitat supply modeling: developing an operational tool for 

sustainable forest management planning.  Wildlife Infometrics Inc. Report No. 110.  Wildlife 
Infometrics Inc., Mackenzie, British Columbia, Canada. 35 pp. plus appendices. 

Hengeveld, P.E., M.D. Wood, R. Ellis, R.S. McNay, and R. Lennox.  2004.  Mountain goat habitat 
supply modeling in the Mackenzie Timber Supply Area, north-central British Columbia.  Version 2.0 
– March 2004.  Wildlife Infometrics Report No. 109. Wildlife Infometrics Inc., Mackenzie, British 
Columbia.   69 pp. 

Hengeveld, P. E.  2003.  Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Modeling: Developing an Operational Tool for 
Sustainable Forest Management Planning. Response to FII RFP FR 2003/04.  Wildlife Infometrics 
Inc. Report No. 116.  Wildlife Infometrics Inc., Mackenzie, British Columbia, Canada.  38pp. 

Hengeveld, P.E., M. Wood, R. Ellis, and R. Lennox.  2003.  Mountain goat habitat supply modeling in 
the Mackenzie Timber Supply Area, north-central British Columbia, Year 1 – March 2003.  Wildlife 
Infometrics Inc Report No. 46.  47pp plus appendices.  

Hengeveld, P.E.  2002.  Mountain goat mineral lick habitat supply model, with preliminary application 
in the Ospika River drainage, north-central B.C.: Response to FII RFP Number FII RFP RES 2002-
03.  Wildlife Infometrics Inc Report No. 2.  26pp plus appendices. 

 

12. Project Description (brief – ½ page): 
Our approach to mountain goat habitat supply modeling (Goat HSM) employs Netica to formulate a 
Bayesian Belief Network concerning the likely state or condition of mountain goat habitats given 
observed states or conditions of key ecological factors.  To date, predictive models have been developed 
for low elevation mineral licks, summer escape terrain, and winter escape terrain habitats; a fourth 
model characterizing mineral lick access trails has been initiated but currently relies on user-defined 
inputs.  The key ecological input factors, the influence diagrams, and the choice of conditional 
probabilities fundamental to each node in the models were all based on a consensus of opinion taken 
from a variety of professionals experienced in the ecology of mountain goats.  Model results express 
values for habitat capability, habitat preference (capability modified by disturbance impacts), and habitat 
value (preference modified by predation risk and hunter harvest levels).  Collectively, these sub-models 
are testable hypotheses that represent our understanding of mountain goat ecology and influential 
management factors. 

Trial applications of the models have been conducted in the lower Ospika River drainage, the upper 
Osilinka / Mesilinka river drainages, and the Truncate Creek area, in the Mackenzie Timber Supply 
Area, north-central British Columbia.  Multi-year planning scenarios were evaluated for Truncate Creek 
(3 scenarios, 8 time steps), using preliminary data to demonstrate the utility and intended application of 
Goat HSM as a planning tool. 

Goat HSM is intended to serve resource managers and planners, and provide measurable progress 
toward a) validation and calibration of the model, b) developing standards for demonstrating due 
diligence and accountability in Forest Stewardship Plan submissions, and c) developing innovative 
policies and improved standards for establishing adaptive management strategies that balance timber 
supply and mountain goat habitat needs.  The long-term goal is to develop a useful operational planning 
tool at the Forest Stewardship Plan level, and contribute toward developing adaptive management 
strategies that can be applied to other geographic areas. 
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APPENDIX C.  Slide presentation at the BC Mountain Goat 
Workshop, Prince George BC, March 1-2 2005 



B.C. MOUNTAIN GOAT WORKSHOP 
 

Prince George, British Columbia 
1 & 2 March, 2005 

 
The Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection, in partnership with the 
Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program, is pleased to 
announce a BC Mountain Goat Workshop to be held in Prince George, BC on 1-
2 March, 2005. 
 
During this 2-day workshop, biologists and managers will exchange 
information on the current state of mountain goat research and management 
in British Columbia, and discuss future research needs and key management 
issues.  Best management practices, key management issues and research 
needs identified during the workshop will be used to assist in developing a 
provincial Mountain Goat Management Plan.  An evening presentation by 
guest speaker Dr. Steve Cote will be given during a group dinner on 1 March.   
 
The workshop format will be topic oriented, with presentations by invited 
speakers followed by a group discussion period focusing on key management 
issues and research needs.  Session topics include Aerial Disturbance, Forest 
Harvesting, Habitat Supply Modeling, Population Inventory, and Management.  
Proceedings of the workshop will include presentation summaries, and a 
synthesis of the key management issues, research needs, and action 
priorities for each session topic.   
 
REGISTRATION 
Please register your interest in attending the workshop by replying to 
mari.wood@gems7.gov.bc.ca no later than 21 January 2005.  Room 
accommodation has necessitated that we limit participation so please reply 
early.  A detailed registration package including agenda, travel, and 
accommodation details will be forwarded to those that reply by 21st January.   
 
For more information on the workshop, contact Ian Hatter, Provincial Ungulate 
Specialist at 250-387-9792 (ian.hatter@gems6.gov.bc.ca) or Mari Wood. 
 



B.C. MOUNTAIN GOAT WORKSHOP 
Ramada Hotel, Prince George, British Columbia 

1 & 2 March, 2005 
 
 

AGENDA:  DAY 1 (March 1st) 
 
08:00 - 08:30 Opening Remarks (Rick Ellis, Ian Hatter) 
 
SESSION 1:  IMPACTS OF FOREST HARVESTING 
 
08:30 – 08:50 Importance of mineral licks to mountain goats in north-eastern BC – Jeremy Ayotte 
08:50 – 09:10 Mineral lick use by mountain goats: timing, frequency and duration of visits before and after 

forest harvesting – Mari Wood 
09:10 – 09:30 Trail movements by mountain goats under pre and post timber harvesting conditions –

Laurence Turney 
09:30 – 09:50 A GPS telemetry study of mountain goat habitat use in south-coastal BC – Wayne Wall 
09:50 – 10:20 COFFEE BREAK 
10:20 – 10:40 Habitat use and wintering strategies of mountain goats in south-eastern BC – Kim Poole 
10:40 – 12:20 DISCUSSION 

• Key conclusions regarding management practices
• Outstanding issues or concerns • Research needs 

12:20 - 13:30 LUNCH 
 
SESSION 2:  AERIAL DISTURBANCE 
 
13:30 – 13:50 Measuring movement responses of wintering mountain goats from aerial telemetry occurrences 

– Jonah Keim 
13:50 – 14:10 Effect of helicopter logging on mountain goat behaviour in coastal British Columbia – Steve 

Gordon 
14:10 – 14:30 Effects of helicopters on canyon-dwelling mountain goats in northeast British Columbia – Jeff 

Matheson 
14:30 – 14:50 Assessing management trade-offs for commercial helicopter recreation and mountain goats – 

Jonah Keim 
14:50 – 15:20 COFFEE BREAK 
15:20 – 15:40 Management of commercial recreation in relation to mountain goats and their habitat – Steve 

Wilson 
15:40 – 17:30 DISCUSSION 

• Key conclusions regarding management practices
• Outstanding issues or concerns • Research needs 

DINNER at the Cariboo Restaurant (1165 – 5th Ave, upstairs banquet room) 
 
18:00 - 19:00 Cocktails 
19:00 -  Dinner, followed by guest speaker Steeve Côté - The long-term study of the ecology and 

behaviour of mountain goats at Caw Ridge, Alberta. 
 

Peace/Williston
Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program
Peace/Williston
Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program
Peace/Williston
Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program



 

B.C. MOUNTAIN GOAT WORKSHOP 
Ramada Hotel, Prince George, British Columbia 

1 & 2 March, 2005 
 

AGENDA:  DAY 2 (March 2nd) 
 
08:00 - 08:10 Opening Remarks (Rick Ellis, Ian Hatter) 
 
SESSION 3:  HABITAT SUPPLY MODELING & MODEL APPLICATIONS 
 
08:10 - 08:30 Modeling and verifying winter mountain goat habitats – Jonah Keim 
08:30 - 08:50 A simple model for predicting risk and habitat supply in the Morice Timber Supply Area – 

Laurence Turney 
08:50 - 09:10 Mountain goat habitat supply modeling and applications in the Mackenzie TSA, north-central 

BC – Pamela Hengeveld 
09:10 - 10:10 DISCUSSION 

• Key conclusions regarding management practices 
• Outstanding issues or concerns 
• Research and development needs 

10:10 - 10:40 COFFEE BREAK 
 
SESSION 4:  POPULATION INVENTORY AND MANAGEMENT 
 
10:40 - 11:00 Mountain goat status and inventory in British Columbia – Ian Hatter 
11:00 - 11:20 Consideration’s for aerial inventories for mountain goats – Kim Poole 
11:20 - 11:40 Efficiency of aerial surveys and models of population dynamics of mountain goats in Alberta – 

Steeve Côté 
11:40 - 12:50 LUNCH 
 
SESSION 4:  POPULATION INVENTORY AND MANAGEMENT cont. 
 
12:50 – 14:00 DISCUSSION 

• Key conclusions regarding management practices 
• Outstanding issues or concerns 
• Research needs 

 
SESSION 5:  GOAT MANAGEMENT PLANNING 
14:00 - 14:20 Guidelines for determining sustainable harvest of mountain goats in BC – Ian Hatter 
14:20 - 14:40 Managing mountain goats under the Forest and Range Practices Act – Jeff Hoyt 
14:40 - 15:00 A review of Alberta’s mountain goat management plan – Kirby Smith 
15:00 - 15:30 COFFEE BREAK 
 
SESSION 6:  WORKSHOP WRAP-UP 
15:30 - 16:10 DISCUSSION - Do we need a Goat Management Plan for BC? 
16:10 - 16:30 Workshop wrap-up – Tory Stevens 
 

Peace/Williston
Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program
Peace/Williston
Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program
Peace/Williston
Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program
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Project OverviewProject Overview
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Prince George BC,  March 1Prince George BC,  March 1--2 20052 2005
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The Mackenzie Mountain Goat ProjectThe Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project

Working together to develop and implement effective policy to support 
integrated management of mountain goat habitat and timber supply
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The Goat HSM TeamThe Goat HSM Team
Proponent and lead: Proponent and lead: 

Scott McNay (Slocan Forest Products Ltd. / Wildlife Infometrics Scott McNay (Slocan Forest Products Ltd. / Wildlife Infometrics Inc.)Inc.)
Project coordinator: Project coordinator: 

Pamela Hengeveld (Synergy Applied Ecology)Pamela Hengeveld (Synergy Applied Ecology)
Key contributors:Key contributors:

Ross Lennox (Canfor)Ross Lennox (Canfor)
Shelby Lefebvre (Abitibi)Shelby Lefebvre (Abitibi)
Mari Wood, Fraser Corbould (PWFWCP)Mari Wood, Fraser Corbould (PWFWCP)
Doug Heard, Doug Wilson, Bill Arthur (MWLAP)Doug Heard, Doug Wilson, Bill Arthur (MWLAP)
Sam Davis, Dale Seip (MoF)Sam Davis, Dale Seip (MoF)
Maggie Marsland (BCTS)Maggie Marsland (BCTS)
Karl Sturmanis, Robert Tomah (Tsay Keh Dene Band)Karl Sturmanis, Robert Tomah (Tsay Keh Dene Band)
Jeremy Greenfield (Kwadacha Band)Jeremy Greenfield (Kwadacha Band)
Rick Ellis (R. Ellis & Associates Inc.)Rick Ellis (R. Ellis & Associates Inc.)
Rob McCann, Viktor Brumovsky (Wildlife Infometrics Inc.)Rob McCann, Viktor Brumovsky (Wildlife Infometrics Inc.)

Funding for my participation:Funding for my participation:
FIA Forest Science Program through Canadian Forest Products Ltd.FIA Forest Science Program through Canadian Forest Products Ltd.
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Mackenzie Timber Mackenzie Timber 
Supply Area  Supply Area  
NorthNorth--central BCcentral BC
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Why Mountain Goats?Why Mountain Goats?
Industrial development Industrial development 
has the potential to:has the potential to:

Reduce or eliminate access Reduce or eliminate access 
to mineral licksto mineral licks

Cause disturbance on Cause disturbance on 
winter rangeswinter ranges

Influence predator prey Influence predator prey 
dynamicsdynamics

Create hunter accessCreate hunter access
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Policy Development GoalsPolicy Development Goals
Consider the full range of Consider the full range of 
habitat types used by habitat types used by 
mountain goatsmountain goats

Incorporate evaluations Incorporate evaluations 
of industrial disturbance of industrial disturbance 
and cumulative effects and cumulative effects 
over timeover time

Facilitate operational Facilitate operational 
planning for the planning for the 
sustainability of forest sustainability of forest 
valuesvalues
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Adaptive Management TrialAdaptive Management Trial

Conducted by the Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife Conducted by the Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife 
Compensation ProgramCompensation Program
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Resource InventoryResource Inventory
VHF radioVHF radio--telemetry telemetry 
monitoringmonitoring

Seasonal habitat useSeasonal habitat use
Home range and Home range and 
movementsmovements
MortalityMortality

Population censusPopulation census
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Goat HSM Project ObjectivesGoat HSM Project Objectives

Goat HSM was initiated to:Goat HSM was initiated to:

Provide a comprehensive definition of goat habitatProvide a comprehensive definition of goat habitat

Identify goat habitat distributionIdentify goat habitat distribution

Quantify and forecast disturbance and risk impacts on habitat Quantify and forecast disturbance and risk impacts on habitat 
value (incl. cumulative effects)value (incl. cumulative effects)

Provide a platform for informed operational decisionProvide a platform for informed operational decision--makingmaking
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Escape terrainEscape terrain
Trim Trim -- DEMDEM

Mineral licksMineral licks
VegetativeVegetative
Stand initiating eventsStand initiating events

Lick access trailsLick access trails
Currently userCurrently user--defineddefined

The Models:  Life RequisitesThe Models:  Life Requisites
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Life RequisitesLife Requisites

DisplacementDisplacement MortalityMortality

CompetitionCompetition

The Models:  Displacement, The Models:  Displacement, 
Competition, and MortalityCompetition, and Mortality

Displacement factorsDisplacement factors
Aircraft overAircraft over--flightsflights

Flight path and frequencyFlight path and frequency
Vehicle and machinery noiseVehicle and machinery noise

Road and cutblock proximityRoad and cutblock proximity
Human presenceHuman presence

Proximity to recreational Proximity to recreational 
areasareas

Competition factorsCompetition factors
Not currently modeledNot currently modeled

Mortality factorsMortality factors
Concentrated goat harvestConcentrated goat harvest

Site accessSite access
Predation riskPredation risk

Bear, wolf, wolverine densityBear, wolf, wolverine density
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Interpreting Model ResultsInterpreting Model Results
The expected habitat values The expected habitat values 
that Netica calculates can be that Netica calculates can be 
mappedmapped

Allows users to visualize how Allows users to visualize how 
various types and levels of various types and levels of 
influence interact spatially to influence interact spatially to 
modify goat habitat valuemodify goat habitat value

Models are refined by testing Models are refined by testing 
the Netica outputs and making the Netica outputs and making 
adjustments to the model adjustments to the model 
factors, as neededfactors, as needed

Distribution of 
high capability 
mineral licks

Apply data, calculate range values, stratify into value categories & map results
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Spatial Relationships: Spatial Relationships: 
Proximity and BuffersProximity and Buffers

Road proximity (noise, collisions, hunter access)Road proximity (noise, collisions, hunter access)
Active harvesting (noise)Active harvesting (noise)
Human presence (forestry operations, recreation)Human presence (forestry operations, recreation)
Predation risk (CHASE and Grizzly HSM inputs)Predation risk (CHASE and Grizzly HSM inputs)
Aerial overAerial over--flightsflights
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Spatial Relationships: Spatial Relationships: 
Juxtaposition of Habitat ElementsJuxtaposition of Habitat Elements

Evaluating 
Relationships 

Among Habitat 
Elements
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Trails

Escape Terrain
Summer/Winter

Mineral Licks

Escape Terrain
Staging Areas

Model Applications (the short list)Model Applications (the short list)

StandStand--level planning (habitat distribution, scenario level planning (habitat distribution, scenario 
evaluations) for Forest Stewardship Plansevaluations) for Forest Stewardship Plans
Wildlife Habitat Feature designationsWildlife Habitat Feature designations
Ungulate Winter Range designationsUngulate Winter Range designations
Hypothesis generation Hypothesis generation ---- researchresearch
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Progress To DateProgress To Date

Models and documentation developedModels and documentation developed
Model testing initiatedModel testing initiated
Model application and scenario planning simulationsModel application and scenario planning simulations
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Next StepsNext Steps

Incorporate goat population modelingIncorporate goat population modeling
Goat HSM needs a nameGoat HSM needs a name Suggestions ?Suggestions ?

Project DocumentationProject Documentation
Hengeveld, P.E. 2002a. Mountain goat mineral lick habitat supplyHengeveld, P.E. 2002a. Mountain goat mineral lick habitat supply model, with preliminary application in the model, with preliminary application in the 
OspikaOspika River drainage, northRiver drainage, north--central B.C.:  Response to FII RFP Number FII RFP RES 2002/03. Rcentral B.C.:  Response to FII RFP Number FII RFP RES 2002/03. Rep. No. 2, ep. No. 2, 
Wildlife Wildlife InfometricsInfometrics Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 26 (plus appendices) pp.Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 26 (plus appendices) pp.
------. 2002b. . 2002b. OspikaOspika Mountain Goat Project: Adaptive management and habitat supply mMountain Goat Project: Adaptive management and habitat supply modeling.  Response to odeling.  Response to 
SFMN RFP 2003SFMN RFP 2003--2004. Rep. No. 3, Wildlife 2004. Rep. No. 3, Wildlife InfometricsInfometrics Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 4 (plus appendices) pp.Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 4 (plus appendices) pp.
------. 2003. Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Modeling: Developing an Ope. 2003. Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Modeling: Developing an Operational Tool for Sustainable Forest rational Tool for Sustainable Forest 
Management Planning:  Response to FII RFP FR 2003/04. Rep. No. 1Management Planning:  Response to FII RFP FR 2003/04. Rep. No. 116, Wildlife 16, Wildlife InfometricsInfometrics Inc., Mackenzie, BC. Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 
42 pp.42 pp.
Hengeveld, P.E., M.D. Wood, R. Ellis and R. Lennox. 2003. MountaHengeveld, P.E., M.D. Wood, R. Ellis and R. Lennox. 2003. Mountain goat habitat supply modeling in the in goat habitat supply modeling in the 
Mackenzie Timber Supply Area, northMackenzie Timber Supply Area, north--central British Columbia.  Version 1.0 central British Columbia.  Version 1.0 -- December 2003. Rep. No. 46, December 2003. Rep. No. 46, 
WildifeWildife InfometricsInfometrics Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 47 (plus appendices) pp.Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 47 (plus appendices) pp.
Hengeveld, P.E. 2004. Mountain goat habitat supply modeling: devHengeveld, P.E. 2004. Mountain goat habitat supply modeling: developing an operational tool for sustainable eloping an operational tool for sustainable 
forest management planning. Rep. No. 110, Wildlife forest management planning. Rep. No. 110, Wildlife InfometricsInfometrics Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 35 (plus appendices) pp.Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 35 (plus appendices) pp.
Hengeveld, P.E., M.D. Wood, R. Ellis, R.S. McNay and R. Lennox. Hengeveld, P.E., M.D. Wood, R. Ellis, R.S. McNay and R. Lennox. 2004. Mountain goat habitat supply modeling in 2004. Mountain goat habitat supply modeling in 
the Mackenzie Timber Supply Area, norththe Mackenzie Timber Supply Area, north--central British Columbia.  Version 2.0 central British Columbia.  Version 2.0 -- March 2004. Rep. No. 109, March 2004. Rep. No. 109, 
Wildlife Wildlife InfometricsInfometrics Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 69 pp.Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 69 pp.
McNay, R.S. and P.E. Hengeveld. 2004. Response to FIA Forest SciMcNay, R.S. and P.E. Hengeveld. 2004. Response to FIA Forest Science Program Call for Proposals 2004/05:  An ence Program Call for Proposals 2004/05:  An 
Ecosystem Approach to Planning for Sustainable Management of MouEcosystem Approach to Planning for Sustainable Management of Mountain Goat Resource Values and Timber ntain Goat Resource Values and Timber 
Supply (Proposal Number Y051348). Rep. No. 102, Wildlife Supply (Proposal Number Y051348). Rep. No. 102, Wildlife InfometricsInfometrics Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 17 (plus appendices) Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 17 (plus appendices) 
pp.pp.
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Pamela HengeveldPamela Hengeveld
Synergy Applied EcologySynergy Applied Ecology
PO Box 1176, Mackenzie BC V0J 2C0PO Box 1176, Mackenzie BC V0J 2C0
Tel. 250Tel. 250--997997--34963496
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B.C. Mountain Goat Workshop, Prince George, BC  2005 
 

Project Title: Mountain goat habitat supply modeling and applications in the 
Mackenzie Timber Supply Area, north-central BC 

 
1.  Project Leader(s): R.Scott McNay, Pamela Hengeveld 

2.  Project Team Members: Rick Ellis, Mari Wood, Fraser Corbould, Ross Lennox, Doug Heard, 
Doug Wilson, Bill Arthur, Shelby Lefebvre, Sam Davis, Jeremy 
Greenfield, Karl Sturmanis, Robert Tomah 

3.  Project contact information: Phone:  250-997-5700 Scott, 250-997-3496 Pam  
 Fax:  250-997-5825 Scott, 250-997-3486 Pam 

Email:  scott.mcnay@wildlifeinfometrics.com       pamela@synergyecology.ca   
 Web page:  www.wildlifeinfometrics.com       www.synergyecology.ca 

4.  Project location:  Mackenzie Timber Supply Area, north-central BC 

Coastal:   Transition:   Interior:   

5.  Project timeframe: Start (month/year):  Jan 2003 End (month/year, or ongoing):  ongoing 

6.  Project status: Data collection   Analysis   Write-up   Publication   

7.  Project objectives:  (briefly describe the primary objectives of your project) 

 Project components include mountain goat habitat supply modeling, population inventory and 
habitat-use data collection (to verify and calibrate the models), and policy development.  The results 
are intended to serve resource managers and planners, and provide measurable progress toward 
developing innovative policies and improved standards for a) demonstrating due diligence and 
accountability in Forest Stewardship Plan submissions and Forest Certification programs, and b) 
establishing adaptive management strategies that balance timber supply and mountain goat habitat 
needs.  The ultimate goal is to develop Goat HSM as a useful operational decision-support tool that 
allows a transparent, quantitative assessment of disturbance impacts on goat habitats, and contributes 
to the development of adaptive management strategies that can be applied to other geographical 
areas.  

8.  Project descriptors (select all that apply): 

 Research     Habitat Use:     Forestry Interactions:   

 Management     VHF collars:     Oil & Gas Interactions:   

 Inventory     GPS collars:     Mineral Exploration:   

Predation:     Harvest:      Aerial Disturbance:   

Habitat Modeling:    Population Dynamics:    Human Disturbance:   

 Other:        

8.  Project description (provide a brief description of your project including methods and main findings 
or results to date):   

 Our approach to mountain goat habitat supply modeling employs Netica to formulate a Bayesian 
Belief Network concerning the likely state or condition of mountain goat habitats given observed 
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states or conditions of key ecological factors.  To date, predictive models have been developed for 
mineral licks, lick access trails, summer escape terrain, and winter escape terrain habitats.  The key 
ecological input factors, the influence diagrams, and the choice of conditional probabilities 
fundamental to each node in the models were all based on a consensus of opinion taken from a 
variety of professionals experienced in the ecology of mountain goats.  Model results express values 
for habitat capability, habitat preference (capability modified by disturbance impacts), and habitat 
value (preference modified by predation risk and hunter harvest levels).  Collectively, these sub-
models are testable hypotheses that represent our understanding of mountain goat ecology and 
influential management factors. 

Trial applications of the models have been conducted in the lower Ospika River drainage, the upper 
Osilinka / Mesilinka river drainages, and the Truncate Creek area, in the Mackenzie TSA.  Multi-
year planning scenarios were evaluated for Truncate Creek (3 scenarios, 8 time steps), using 
preliminary data to demonstrate the model's utility and intended application as a planning tool.  
Preliminary tests of the mineral lick and escape terrain models were conducted in 2004-2005.  All 
work completed to date is documented in our annual progress reports.    

9.  Project documentation (provide a list of citations for all progress, final, or published reports) 

  

Hengeveld, P.E., M.D. Wood, R. Ellis, R.S. McNay, and R. Lennox. In Prep (2005).  Mountain goat 
habitat supply modeling in the Mackenzie Timber Supply Area, north-central British Columbia.  
Version 3.0 – June 2005.   

Hengeveld, P. E. and R.S. McNay.  2005.  Mountain goat habitat supply modeling: pilot project test 
results.  Report No. SAE005.  Synergy Applied Ecology, Mackenzie, BC.  25pp plus appendices. 

Hengeveld, P. E.  2005.  An ecosystem approach to planning for sustainable management of mountain 
goats and timber supply: Mountain goat management recommendations for the Mackenzie Timber 
Supply Area.  Report No. SAE006.  Synergy Applied Ecology, Mackenzie, BC.  15 plus appendices. 

McNay, R.S. and P.E. Hengeveld. 2004. Response to FIA Forest Science Program Call for Proposals 
2004/05:  An Ecosystem Approach to Planning for Sustainable Management of Mountain Goat 
Resource Values and Timber Supply (Proposal Number Y051348). Rep. No. 102, Wildlife 
Infometrics Inc., Mackenzie, BC. 17pp plus appendices. 

Hengeveld, P.E.  2004.  Mountain goat habitat supply modeling: developing an operational tool for 
sustainable forest management planning.  Wildlife Infometrics Inc. Report No. 110.  Wildlife 
Infometrics Inc., Mackenzie, British Columbia, Canada. 35pp plus appendices. 

Hengeveld, P.E., M.D. Wood, R. Ellis, R.S. McNay, and R. Lennox.  2004.  Mountain goat habitat 
supply modeling in the Mackenzie Timber Supply Area, north-central British Columbia.  Version 2.0 
– March 2004.  Wildlife Infometrics Report No. 109. Wildlife Infometrics Inc., Mackenzie, British 
Columbia.   69 pp. 

Hengeveld, P. E.  2003.  Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Modeling: Developing an Operational Tool for 
Sustainable Forest Management Planning. Response to FII RFP FR 2003/04.  Wildlife Infometrics 
Inc. Report No. 116.  Wildlife Infometrics Inc., Mackenzie, British Columbia, Canada.  38pp. 

Hengeveld, P.E., M. Wood, R. Ellis, and R. Lennox.  2003.  Mountain goat habitat supply modeling in 
the Mackenzie Timber Supply Area, north-central British Columbia, Year 1 – March 2003.  Wildlife 
Infometrics Inc Report No. 46.  47pp plus appendices.  
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Hengeveld, P.E.  2002.  Mountain goat mineral lick habitat supply model, with preliminary application 
in the Ospika River drainage, north-central B.C.: Response to FII RFP Number FII RFP RES 2002-
03.  Wildlife Infometrics Inc Report No. 2.  26pp plus appendices. 
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The Mackenzie Mountain Goat ProjectThe Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling

Working to develop and implement effective policy for integrated management of mountain goat habitat and timber supply

NewsletterNewsletter
Year 4, Issue 1 

- June 2004 -

The Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project was established in 2001 
by the Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program 
(PWFWCP) and Slocan Forest Products Ltd. (now Canfor).  
Collaborators from private industry, government ministries, and 
First Nations communities are active in the project through 
participation in the regional, multi-agency Mountain Goat 
Management Team. 

We are working together to learn more about mountain goat 
ecology in the Mackenzie Timber Supply Area (TSA), north-central 
British Columbia, and to develop sustainable forest management 
strategies that consider mountain goat habitat values.

Project Goals for 2004/2005

Highlights:
• Second AMT harvest 

treatment scheduled 
for logging this year

• Radio-telemetry 
continuing

• Model testing plans

• Predictive trails model 
development

• Workshop-based 
development of 
mountain goat 
management 
recommendations for 
the Mackenzie TSA

As we move into the 4th year of project activities, we remain focused on implementing 
the Ospika adaptive management trial, resource inventory, habitat supply modeling, 
and policy development components of our work plan.

The Ospika Adaptive Management Trial

The PWFWCP is continuing to monitor mountain goat use of study licks #28 and #17, in 
the lower Ospika River valley. This is the second summer since logging of the cutblock 
above lick #28 in winter 2002/03.  The block harvest was designed to leave a forest 
buffer along the mineral lick access trail.  Forest harvesting at a second study lick is 
scheduled to occur in winter 2004/05; this treatment will leave the lick access trail 
unbuffered. With the use of radio-telemetry data loggers and remote cameras at the 
licks and access trails, the PWFWCP is evaluating mountain goat response to these two 
forest harvesting scenarios.   

Resource Inventory

Aerial radio-telemetry monitoring is continuing for 53 VHF-collared goats located 
throughout the Mackenzie TSA. Flights are planned to occur bi-weekly throughout the 
summer.  This information will help us to better understand mountain goat ecology in 
the TSA, particularly relative to habitat use, movements, and causes of mortality.

Habitat Supply Modeling

Habitat supply modeling is continuing this year, with a focus on testing the mineral lick 
and escape terrain models.  Model predictions will be evaluated for 3 study areas, 
centered on the Ospika, Osilinka, and lower Akie river drainages.  The mineral lick 
model test will be conducted by field sampling modeled licks.  Radio-telemetry data for 
collared goats will be used to assess mountain goat preference for modeled escape 
terrain.

A second goal of the habitat supply modeling work this year is to evaluate the 
relationship between modeled mineral licks and modeled escape terrain, to aid in 
developing a predictive trails model.

Policy Development

Through a series of consultative workshops with the Mountain Goat Management 
Team, we aim to extend the ecological relationships and management factors 
expressed in the habitat supply model to the development of management 
recommendations for mountain goats in the Mackenzie TSA.  Of particular interest, is 
model applications in operational Forest Stewardship Planning under the Forest and 
Range Practices Act. Cont’d
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The Mountain Goat Management Team (MGMT)

The Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling

PAMELA HENGEVELD, Wildlife Ecologist
Synergy Applied Ecology
Box 1176, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0
pamela@synergyecology.ca
phone: (250) 997-3496; fax: (250) 997-3486

MARI WOOD, Wildlife Biologist
Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program
1011 Fourth Ave., 3rd Floor, Prince George, BC, V2L 3H9
mari.wood@gems7.gov.bc.ca
phone: (250) 565-4191; fax: (250) 565-6629

SCOTT MCNAY, Forest/Wildlife Ecologist
Wildlife Infometrics Inc.
Box 308, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0
Scott.mcnay@wildlifeinfometrics.com
phone: (250) 997-2585; fax: (250) 997-2533

For more information please contact:

Get Involved!
- We welcome your input -

Questions, comments, goat 
sightings, or mineral lick and 
trail information can be 
submitted by contacting one of 
the project partners listed 
here, or by using the forms 
available at Ospika camp or 
the Canfor Mackenzie 
Woodlands Office.

MGMT Workshops

A series of 4 workshops are planned for 2004/05, with 
an emphasis on development of mountain goat 
management recommendations for the Mackenzie TSA.  
The first workshop is anticipated in September 2004, to 
discuss:

Changing legislation - the transition from Forest 
Practices Code to Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA)

Status of mountain goats under FRPA

Concerns and existing mountain goat management 
strategies for the Mackenzie TSA

The Mountain Goat Management Team 
(MGMT) is a regional working group with 
representatives from:

Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Abitibi Consolidated Company of Canada

Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife 
Compensation Program

Ministry of Forests

Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection 

Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management

Tsay Keh Dene

Kwadacha Natural Resource Agency

BC Timber Sales

Mountain goat researchers

Stakeholders are active in all aspects of 
project planning, modeling and policy 
development  through participation as a 
member of the MGMT and attendance at 
MGMT workshops. 



The Mackenzie Mountain Goat ProjectThe Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling

Working to develop and implement effective policy for integrated management of mountain goat habitat and timber supply

NewsletterNewsletter
Year 4, Issue 2 

- September 2004 -

The Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project was established in 2001 
by the Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program 
(PWFWCP) and Canadian Forest Products Ltd. (Canfor).
Collaborators from private industry, government ministries, and 
First Nations communities are active in the project through 
participation in the regional, multi-agency Mountain Goat 
Management Team. 

We are working together to learn more about mountain goat 
ecology in the Mackenzie Timber Supply Area (TSA), north-central 
British Columbia, and to develop sustainable forest management 
strategies that consider mountain goat habitat values.

Field-testing the mineral lick model

Highlights:
• 486 modeled mineral  

licks evaluated

• More than 1700 
relocations for 61 VHF-
collared goats since 
March 2002

• Workshop 8 held 
September 28 2004

• Next workshop 
scheduled for 
November 8 2004

Evaluating modeled escape terrain

Field sampling the mineral lick model predictions was completed at the beginning of 
September.  486 modeled mineral licks were evaluated by aerial reconnaissance.  116 
of these were observed to have mineral lick capability; seven of these were wet licks.  
Interestingly, one wet lick where a ground reconnaissance was done showed signs of 
use by mountain goats.  Typically, mountain goats are associated with dry, clay bank 
licks.     

The escape terrain model test is designed to evaluate the correspondence between 
modeled escape terrain and the habitat preferences of radio-collared mountain goats 
monitored in the Mackenzie TSA since 2002.  More than 1700 locations have been 
recorded for 61 marked goats, providing a generous sample size for model testing.  The 
test will be completed this winter.   

Cont’d

Developing a predictive trails model
The initial Trails habitat supply model required users to define the location of known 
trails.  This year, we are investigating the potential to develop a predictive trails model, 
by evaluating the juxtaposition of modeled mountain goat habitats.  

Being able to predict 
likely trail corridors 
between mineral licks 
and escape terrain 
will help to ensure 
that forest planning 
and management can 
pro-actively address 
habitat connectivity 
as a component of 
goat habitat. 
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The Mountain Goat Management Team (MGMT)

The Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling

PAMELA HENGEVELD, Wildlife Ecologist
Synergy Applied Ecology
Box 1176, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0
pamela@synergyecology.ca
phone: (250) 997-3496; fax: (250) 997-3486

MARI WOOD, Wildlife Biologist
Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program
1011 Fourth Ave., 3rd Floor, Prince George, BC, V2L 3H9
mari.wood@gems7.gov.bc.ca
phone: (250) 565-4191; fax: (250) 565-6629

SCOTT MCNAY, Forest/Wildlife Ecologist
Wildlife Infometrics Inc.
Box 308, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0
Scott.mcnay@wildlifeinfometrics.com
phone: (250) 997-2585; fax: (250) 997-2533

For more information please contact:

Get Involved!
- We welcome your input -

Questions, comments, goat 
sightings, or mineral lick and 
trail information can be 
submitted by contacting one of 
the project partners listed 
here, or by using the forms 
available at Ospika camp or 
the Canfor Mackenzie 
Woodlands Office.

MGMT Workshops

Workshop 8 was held September 28 2004, to discuss:

Forest and Range Practices Act requirements and 
mechanisms for managing wildlife

Identified Wildlife Management Strategy

Species at Risk

Regionally Important Wildlife

Wildlife Habitat Areas

Wildlife Habitat Features

Ungulate Winter Range provisions

Mechanisms for species and habitat 
designations

Potential role of Goat HSM

The Mountain Goat Management Team 
(MGMT) is a regional working group with 
representatives from:

Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Abitibi Consolidated Company of Canada

Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife 
Compensation Program

Ministry of Forests

Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection 

Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management

Tsay Keh Dene

Kwadacha Natural Resource Agency

BC Timber Sales

Mountain goat researchers

Stakeholders are active in all aspects of 
project planning, modeling and policy 
development  through participation as a 
member of the MGMT and attendance at 
MGMT workshops. 

We are looking for a more sophisticated name than 
‘Goat HSM’ to describe the goat habitat supply model.  
Your suggestions are welcome!! 



The BC Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA), effective January 31st 2004, is a 
results-based forest, range, and woodlot management regime.  Under FRPA, forest 
licensees are required to develop operational Forest Stewardship Plans (FSP) that 
identify results and strategies to address government objectives for designated 
sensitive species. FRPA emphasizes the need for effective and sustainable forest 
stewardship planning, with the burden of proof (i.e., proving due diligence) resting on 
licensees.  As such, both industry planners (submitting Forest Stewardship Plans) and 
government resource managers (reviewing and approving Forest Stewardship Plans) 
recognize the utility of developing innovative tools that enable forecasts of habitat 
supply, evaluations of disturbance impacts and cumulative effects, and trade-off 
analyses among competing resource values.  In addition to facilitating defensible 
decision-making at the operational (e.g., site-specific) level, applying such tools 
provides a foundation for identifying and evaluating indicators of sustainable 
management as a basis for forest certification, and serves as a basis for setting and 
implementing landscape unit management objectives.  Mountain goat habitat supply 
modeling is being developed to address these planning and resource management 
needs.

The Mackenzie Mountain Goat ProjectThe Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling

Working to develop and implement effective policy for integrated management of mountain goat habitat and timber supply

NewsletterNewsletter
Year 4, Issue 3 

- December 2004 -

The Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project was established in 2001 
by the Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program 
(PWFWCP) and Canadian Forest Products Ltd. (Canfor).  
Collaborators from private industry, government ministries, and 
First Nations communities are active in the project through 
participation in the regional, multi-agency Mountain Goat 
Management Team. 

We are working together to learn more about mountain goat 
ecology in the Mackenzie Timber Supply Area (TSA), north-central 
British Columbia, and to develop sustainable forest management 
strategies that consider mountain goat habitat values.

Mountain Goats and FRPA

Highlights:
• Goat HSM applications 

in FSPs

• Goat HSM presented at 
provincial HSM 
workshop

• Workshop 9 held 
November 8 2004

• Next workshop 
scheduled for 
December 9 2004

BC Habitat Supply Modeling Workshop
The Mackenzie mountain goat, caribou, and grizzly bear HSM projects collaborated on 
slide presentations made at a provincial HSM practitioner’s workshop in November. 

“Habitat Supply Modeling in the Mackenzie TSA (McNay, McCann, and Hengeveld): 
Mountain Goat”

The workshop was convened to give habitat supply modelers the opportunity to learn 
about other modeling projects currently underway in BC, discuss modeling issues and 
concerns, and contribute to guidance and standards being developed regarding the 
building, testing, and application of habitat supply models. 

Habitat supply modeling has significant potential as a management tool, and is already 
being applied in:  Timber Supply Review,  Defined Forest Area Management, Land Use 
Decisions, Forest Stewardship Planning, Ungulate Winter Range designations, Species 
at Risk Act and recovery planning applications, Forest Certification programs, and 
Conservation Area Design. 

Cont’d

Chase, BC  Nov.  22-25 2004
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The Mountain Goat Management Team (MGMT)

The Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling

PAMELA HENGEVELD, Wildlife Ecologist
Synergy Applied Ecology
Box 1176, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0
pamela@synergyecology.ca
phone: (250) 997-3496; fax: (250) 997-3486

MARI WOOD, Wildlife Biologist
Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program
1011 Fourth Ave., 3rd Floor, Prince George, BC, V2L 3H9
mari.wood@gems7.gov.bc.ca
phone: (250) 565-4191; fax: (250) 565-6629

SCOTT MCNAY, Forest/Wildlife Ecologist
Wildlife Infometrics Inc.
Box 308, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0
Scott.mcnay@wildlifeinfometrics.com
phone: (250) 997-2585; fax: (250) 997-2533

For more information please contact:

Get Involved!
- We welcome your input -

Questions, comments, goat 
sightings, or mineral lick and 
trail information can be 
submitted by contacting one of 
the project partners listed 
here, or by using the forms 
available at Ospika camp or 
the Canfor Mackenzie 
Woodlands Office.

The Mountain Goat Management Team 
(MGMT) is a regional working group with 
representatives from:

Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Abitibi Consolidated Company of Canada

Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife 
Compensation Program

Ministry of Forests

Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection 

Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management

Tsay Keh Dene

Kwadacha Natural Resource Agency

BC Timber Sales

Mountain goat researchers

Stakeholders are active in all aspects of 
project planning, modeling and policy 
development  through participation as a 
member of the MGMT and attendance at 
MGMT workshops. 

MGMT Workshops

Workshop 9 was held November 8 2004, to discuss:

Review of mountain goat management strategies, 
guidelines, and policy

Identified Wildlife Management Strategy

Ungulate Winter Range provisions

Forest and Range Practices Act requirements

Mackenzie LRMP (Land and Resource 
Management Plan)

Potential role of Goat HSM in mountain goat 
management

Predictions of habitat value and spatial 
distribution

Quantitative evaluation of disturbance impacts 
on habitat value

Defensible, science-based, systematic 
framework for making assessing risk and making 
informed management decisions



The Mackenzie Mountain Goat ProjectThe Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling

Working to develop and implement effective policy for integrated management of mountain goat habitat and timber supply

NewsletterNewsletter
Year 4, Issue 4 

- March 2005 -

The Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project was established in 2001 
by the Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program 
(PWFWCP) and Canadian Forest Products Ltd. (Canfor).  
Collaborators from private industry, government ministries, and 
First Nations communities are active in the project through 
participation in the regional, multi-agency Mountain Goat 
Management Team. 

We are working together to learn more about mountain goat 
ecology in the Mackenzie Timber Supply Area (TSA), north-central 
British Columbia, and to develop sustainable forest management 
strategies that consider mountain goat habitat values.

Project Deliverables for 2004/2005

Highlights:
• Management 

recommendations 
report available

• Model testing results 
available

• Slide presentations are 
provincial mountain 
goat workshop

• Workshop 10 was held 
March 3 2005

BC Mountain Goat Workshop

We are looking forward to summer as we wrap up year 4 of the project.  The results of 
project activities undertaken in 2004/2005 are documented in 2 reports that will be 
available for distribution in April:

1. “An ecosystem approach to planning for sustainable management of mountain 
goats and timber supply: mountain goat management recommendations for the 
Mackenzie Timber Supply Area”
2. “Mountain goat habitat supply modeling: pilot project test results”

The first provides a summary of management recommendations developed by the 
mountain goat management team during 3 consultative workshops this winter. The 
second is a summary of the model testing and predictive trails model development 
results.

Two slide presentations were made at a provincial mountain goat workshop this March.  

1. “Mountain goat habitat supply modeling and applications in the Mackenzie Timber 
Supply Area, north-central British Columbia”

2. “Mineral lick use by mountain goats: timing, frequency and duration of visits before 
and after forest harvesting”

The workshop was convened to give mountain goat researchers and managers the 
opportunity to present their projects to their peers, identify information gaps and 
research priorities, and assess mountain goat management needs. Main themes in the 
workshop included 1) impacts of forest harvesting, 2) aerial disturbance, 3) habitat 
supply modeling and model applications, 4) population inventory and management, and 
5) goat management planning.  The results of the workshop will be available on the web 
in April 2005.
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The Mountain Goat Management Team 
(MGMT) is a regional working group with 
representatives from:

Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Abitibi Consolidated Company of Canada

Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife 
Compensation Program

Ministry of Forests

Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection 

Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management

Tsay Keh Dene

Kwadacha Natural Resource Agency

BC Timber Sales

Mountain goat researchers

Stakeholders are active in all aspects of 
project planning, modeling and policy 
development  through participation as a 
member of the MGMT and attendance at 
MGMT workshops. 

MGMT Workshops

Workshop 10 was held March 3 2005, to discuss:

Status of the Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project

Review of 2004/05 project outcomes and deliverables

Model changes and recommendations

Anticipated completion of model documentation

Model testing results and documentation

Recommendations for model applications in 
mountain goat management

Plans and proposals for continued work in 2005/06

Changing roles and responsibilities

New proposals focused on operational 
applications (particularly relative to mineral 
licks), effectiveness monitoring plans, and 
continued resource inventory and radio-
telemetry

Options for testing an unbuffered trail forest 
harvesting scenario at Lick 28 in the Ospika 
adaptive management trial

For more information please contact:

Get Involved!
- We welcome your input -

Questions, comments, goat 
sightings, or mineral lick and 
trail information can be 
submitted by contacting one of 
the project partners listed 
here, or by using the forms 
available at Ospika camp or 
the Canfor Mackenzie 
Woodlands Office.




